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Chamber After Hours introduces
community to Holiday Inn Express
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Derrick Miller
The Duncan Banner

Every room was a new experience Tuesday as members
of the Duncan community toured the Holiday Inn
Express.
The hotel teamed up with the Duncan Chamber of
Commerce and Industry for a Chamber Business After
Hours program, which allowed people to visit several
rooms in the hotel and to meet the general manager
Craig Chattmon.
Derrick Miller
The Duncan Banner

Chamber After Hours
Najee Barnes, Holiday Inn sales coordinator, talks to a group of

Along the way, people visiting the hotel were able to
network with various business owners, members of the
Chamber, community leaders and various hotel staff
members. Among the staff present was Jamie Beth
Smith, the corporate director of sales for the Apollo
Hospitality Firm. Apollo owns six Holiday Inn hotels,
including Duncan’s.
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people, while Blaine Smith listens during the Chamber After Hours

Smith, who grew up in Ryan, had an internship with the
Duncan Area Economic Development Foundation. She
said she enjoys coming to Duncan’s Holiday Inn Express
because it allows her to be close to her hometown.

at the Holiday Inn Express.

“I’m proud of our properties,” Smith said. “We’re very,
very blessed to be part of this community.”
The Holiday Inn Express opened in Duncan about a year
ago.
For its after hours program, it invited local and state
vendors, including restaurants Applebee’s Neighborhood Grill and Interurban. Woods & Waters Winery and Vineyard
of Anadarko also took part in the event, serving wine and chicken parmesan. Each of the vendors were set up in
various rooms along the tour route.
Tony Garcia, chef at Woods & Water Winery, said he used to run a restaurant where he would get numerous
customers from Duncan. Garcia appreciated the opportunity to interact with the Duncan community.
“I’m excited to come out here,” he said.
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